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Abstract
Algorithm selection (AS), selecting the algorithm best suited for a
particular problem instance, is acknowledged to be a key issue to make
the best out of algorithm portfolios. While most AS approaches proceed
by learning the performance model, this paper presents a collaborative
filtering approach to AS.
Collaborative filtering, popularized by the Netflix challenge, aims to
recommend the items that a user will most probably like, based on the
previous items she liked, and the items that have been liked by other users.
As first noted by Stern et al. (2010), algorithm selection can be formal-
ized as a collaborative filtering problem, by considering that a problem
instance “likes better“ the algorithms that achieve better performance on
this particular instance.
Two merits of collaborative filtering (CF) compared to the mainstream
algorithm selection (AS) approaches are the following. Firstly, AS re-
quires extensive and computationally expensive experiments to learn the
performance model, with all algorithms launched on all problem instances,
whereas CF can exploit a sparse matrix, with a few algorithms launched
on each problem instance. Secondly, AS learns a performance model as a
function of the initial instance representation, whereas CF builds latent
factors to describe algorithms and instances, and uses the associated la-
tent metrics to recommend algorithms for a specific problem instance. A
main contribution of the proposed algorithm recommender Alors system
is to handle the cold start problem − emitting recommendations for a new
problem instance − through the non-linear modelling of the latent factors
based on the initial instance representation, extending the linear approach
proposed by Stern et al. (2010).
The merits and generality of Alors are empirically demonstrated on
the ASLib (Bischl et al., 2015) and OpenML (van Rijn et al., 2013) bench-
mark datasets.
∗Work was achieved while at LRI, funded by an ERCIM grant
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1 Introduction
In many fields, such as propositional satisfiability (SAT), constraint satisfaction
(CSP), machine learning (ML) or data mining (DM), a variety of algorithms and
heuristics have been developed to address the specifics of problem instances. In
order to get peak performance on any particular problem instance, one must
select the algorithm and hyper-parameter setting best suited to this problem
instance. This selection is known under various names depending on the field:
algorithm selection and configuration in SAT and CSP (Rice, 1976; Leyton-
Brown et al., 2003; Epstein et al., 2006; Samulowitz and Memisevic, 2007; Xu
et al., 2008),(O´Mahony et al., 2008; Hutter et al., 2009; Pulina and Tacchella,
2010; Kadioglu et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2012a; Malitsky et al., 2013; Malitsky and
O´ Sullivan, 2014; Lindauer et al., 2015), meta-learning and hyper-parameter
tuning in ML (Brazdil and Soares, 2000; Bergstra et al., 2011; Thornton et al.,
2013; Bardenet et al., 2013; Sun and Pfahringer, 2013), or meta-mining in DM
(Nguyen et al., 2014).
This paper focuses on algorithm selection in the SAT, CSP and ML do-
mains. In this domain, extensive algorithm portfolios have been proposed fol-
lowing Gomes and Selman (2001) and significant advances regarding algorithm
selection have been made in the last decade (see Kotthoff (2014) for a survey;
section 2). Most algorithm selection approaches proceed by estimating the per-
formance model, applying supervised machine learning algorithms onto datasets
that record the performance of each algorithm in the portfolio on each problem
instance (described by a vector of feature values) in a benchmark suite.
Another approach, based on collaborative filtering, is investigated in this
paper. Collaborative filtering (Su and Khoshgoftaar (2009); Bobadilla et al.
(2013); section 3), popularized by the Netflix challenge (Bennett and Lanning,
2007), exploits the user data (the items she liked/disliked in the past) and
the community data (recording which user liked which items), to recommend
new items that the user is most likely to like. As first noted by Stern et al.
(2010), algorithm selection can be viewed as a collaborative filtering problem,
by considering that a problem instance ”likes better” the algorithms that achieve
better performance on this problem instance.
Collaborative filtering (CF) offers two main advantages compared to su-
pervised ML-based algorithm selection (Brazdil et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2012a).
Firstly, it does not require all portfolio algorithms to be run on all problem
instances, which entails significant computational savings. Secondly, it enables
to independently analyze: i) the quality and representativity of the benchmark
suite with regard to the algorithm portfolio; ii) the quality of the features used
to describe the problem instances in the benchmark suite. CF tackles the first
issue by extracting a new description of the problem instances and the portfolio
algorithm, referred to as latent representation, and checking whether this rep-
resentation provides an adequate performance model on the benchmark suite.
The second issue is tackled by studying whether the initial features can be used
to estimate the latent features, and thus provide a performance model for new
problem instances. When it is the case, CF successfully handles the so-called
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cold-start task (Ahn, 2008; Park and Chu, 2009; Liu et al., 2014): emitting rec-
ommendations for a brand new user or selecting algorithms for a brand new
problem instance. A main novelty of the presented Alors algorithm recom-
mender system is to address the cold-start problem by learning non-linear latent
representations, extending the linear approaches proposed by Stern et al. (2009,
2010).
The main contributions of the present paper are the following:
• The publicly available collaborative algorithm recommender Alors1 can
accommodate sparse data (as opposed to the extensive experiment cam-
paigns required by supervised ML-based algorithm selection);
• The extensive experimental validation of Alors on the ASlib benchmark
(Bischl et al., 2015) empirically shows the merits of Alors, with an overall
runtime less than one minute on a standard PC. Experiments on artificial
data show the robustness of Alors compared to the Matchbox system
(Stern et al., 2009, 2010), with respect to the initial representation of the
problem instances;
• The latent representation extracted by Alors supports the visual and
quantitative analysis of the initial representation; this is particularly useful
when the initial representation is insufficient, as will be illustrated on the
OpenML dataset (van Rijn et al., 2013).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the state of the art
in algorithm selection. The basics of collaborative filtering are introduced in
Section 3. Section 4 gives an overview of the proposed Alors system, detailing
how it tackles the cold-start issue. Section 5 discusses the goal of experiments
and introduces the experimental setting used to conduct the experimental vali-
dation of Alors. Section 6 reports on the experimental comparative validation
of the approach and the general lessons learned. Section 7 concludes the paper
with a discussion and some perspectives for further work.
2 Related work
In several fields related to combinatorial optimization, and specifically in con-
straint satisfaction and machine learning, it was early recognized that there
exists no such thing as a universal algorithm dominating all other algorithms on
all problem instances (Wolpert and Macready, 1997). Abandoning the search
for universal algorithms, the scientific community therefore aimed at compre-
hensive algorithm portfolios, such that a problem instance would be properly
handled by at least one algorithm in the portfolio. Algorithm portfolios thus
give rise to the algorithm selection issue, aimed at selecting the algorithm best
suited to a particular problem instance.
1available at http://www.lri.fr/~sebag/Alors
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2.1 Formalization
Algorithm selection was first formalized by Rice (1976) to our best knowledge,
based on i) a problem space P; ii) an algorithm space A; iii) a mapping from
P ×A onto IR, referred to as performance model, estimating the performance of
any algorithm on any problem instance. The performance model thus naturally
supports algorithm selection, by selecting the algorithm with best estimated
performance on the current problem instance2.
2.2 Learning a performance model
The advances of algorithm selection in SAT and CP in the last decade rely on
two facts (Kotthoff, 2014). Firstly, extensive sets of problem instances have
been gathered to benchmark the algorithms. Secondly and most importantly, a
comprehensive set of features with moderate computational cost was proposed
to describe problem instances and the algorithm state at any point in time,
respectively referred to as static and dynamic features (Kadioglu et al., 2011;
Xu et al., 2012b).
The set of problem instances, their descriptive features and the associated
algorithm performances together define a supervised machine learning problem,
where each benchmark problem instance is represented as a d-dimensional fea-
ture vector x (x ∈ IRd), labeled with the actual performance F (x, a) ∈ IR of
any given algorithm a in the algorithm portfolio A on this problem instance.
Note that the algorithm performance is domain- and application-specific (e.g.,
time-to-solution for satisfiable instances or number of solutions found in a given
amount of time). From the training set
E = {(xi, F (xi, a)),xi ∈ IRd, a ∈ A, F (xi, a) ∈ IR, i = 1 . . . n}
supervised machine learning algorithms, specifically regression algorithms3, de-
rive an estimate of the computational cost of any algorithm a on any problem
2Note that if the algorithm space also involves the algorithm hyper-parameters, the above
setting also encompasses the search for the algorithm hyper-parameter values that yield an
optimal performance on the problem instance, referred to as Algorithm Configuration (Hutter
et al., 2011; Thornton et al., 2013). As noted by Thornton et al. (2013), algorithm selection and
algorithm configuration can be reformulated as a single combined hierarchical hyper-parameter
optimization problem, where the choice of the first hyper-parameter – corresponding to the
algorithm index – governs the other parameters. However, algorithm selection and algorithm
configuration are usually tackled using quite different approaches in the literature (with the
exception of (Lindauer et al., 2015)) and this paper restricts its scope to algorithm selection.
3An alternative is to formulate algorithm selection as a classification problem, where each
problem instance is labeled with the best algorithm for this instance. The classification for-
mulation is however more brittle (as there might be ties, with several algorithms reaching the
best performance for a problem instance), and less scalable w.r.t. the number of algorithms
in the portfolio. Hybrid approaches have been developed with promising results (Kotthoff,
2012), using stacking ML, and exploiting the predicted runtimes of the portfolio algorithms
as features for the classification problem.
Another possibility is to learn one classification model for each pair of algorithms (a, b), pre-
dicting whether a will outperform b on a problem instance. These pairwise models are then
aggregated to support algorithm selection.
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instance described by its feature vector x,
F̂ : x ∈ IRd, a ∈ A 7→ F̂ (x, a) ∈ IR
Algorithm selection proceeds by selecting the algorithm with optimal estimated
performance on the current problem instance x:
Select a∗(x) =argmin
a∈A
F̂ (x, a) (1)
Among the many algorithm selection approaches designed for SAT and CSP
(Epstein et al., 2006; Samulowitz and Memisevic, 2007; Xu et al., 2008; O´Ma-
hony et al., 2008; Hutter et al., 2009; Kotthoff, 2012), SATzilla is considered
to be the most prominent one after Kotthoff (2014), as it has dominated the
SAT competition for years, continuously extending its approach and improving
its performances (Xu et al., 2008, 2012a).
SATzilla is a multi-stage process. It first runs pre-solvers for a short
amount of time, aimed at solving easy instances. For other instances, their
representation (the values of the descriptive features) needs to be computed to
achieve algorithm selection. However, as it might require a long time to com-
pute these descriptive features, a dedicated model is learned to predict the time
required to compute the descriptive feature values. In cases where the predicted
computational time is greater than a threshold (suggesting that the problem in-
stance is a hard one), a backup solver is launched. Otherwise, the description of
the problem instance is exploited by the performance model to select the best
algorithm in the portfolio (Eq. 1). The performance model itself was learned
using ridge regression (Xu et al., 2008); currently random forests are used to
perform pairwise selection (Xu et al., 2012c). Note that the problem instances
are commonly partitioned into categories (e.g. random, crafted and industrial
instances), with one specific performance model learned for each category.
Other approaches such as CPHydra (O´Mahony et al., 2008), ISAC (Ka-
dioglu et al., 2010) or ArgoSmArT (Nikoli et al., 2013) rely on the (semi)
metric on the problem instance space defined from the descriptive features. In
CPHydra a case-based approach is used, akin a nearest neighbor approach,
to determine the solver schedule expectedly most appropriate to a new problem
instance. In ISAC, the problem instances are first clustered; the cluster asso-
ciated with the new problem instance x is determined, and if sufficiently close
from the cluster center, x is processed using the algorithm that achieves the best
average performance over this cluster, called single best algorithm for the clus-
ter; otherwise, it is processed using a best default algorithm (single best for the
whole dataset). In ArgoSmArT, the nearest neighbors of the current instance
are computed and the selected algorithm is the one with best performance on
the set of nearest neighbors.
Various AS approaches use various supervised machine learning algorithms,
ranging from linear regression to random forests, with the exception of (Gagli-
olo and Schmidhuber, 2011), who use reinforcement learning. The specifics
of the AS problem are handled by means of the loss function, used in super-
vised ML to train the performance model. Recent AS advances exploit specific
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loss functions. A natural loss function in SAT is the extra computational cost
incurred in case of AS mistake. Cost-sensitive loss functions are involved in
the last version of SATzilla and in the Cost Sensitive Hierarchical Clustering
(CSCH), which won the open track of the 2013 SAT competition (Malitsky
et al., 2013). Another possibility, first considered in an early work (Mısır and
Sebag, 2013), is to consider order-based loss functions, where the loss measures
how many pairs of algorithms are swapped for a given problem instance (such
that
(
F̂ (x, a) < F̂ (x, b)
)
6= (F (x, a) < F (x, b))). A rank-based loss function is
used in RAS (Oentaryo et al., 2015) to learn a probabilistic polynomial model
with a stochastic gradient descent method. This model, mapping the problem
instance space onto the algorithm ranks, is used as performance model.
2.3 Discussion
It is commonplace to say that the quality of a learned model depends on the
quality of the descriptive features. While the quality of descriptive features can
be assessed a posteriori from the quality of the performance model, it is more
difficult to assess them a priori. Intuitively, good descriptive features should
induce a topology on the space of problem instances, and/or on the space of
algorithms, such that similar problem instances should be recommended the
same algorithm. How to build this topology and these similarity functions is at
the core of recommender systems and collaborative filtering, described below.
3 Collaborative Filtering
Recommender systems help the user to face the overwhelming diversity of the
items available online (e.g., items for Amazon or movies for Netflix), and re-
trieve the items she will possibly like. Referring the interested reader to Su
and Khoshgoftaar (2009); Agarwal et al. (2013) for a comprehensive survey, let
us describe recommender systems, focusing on the collaborative filtering (CF)
approach popularized by the Netflix challenge (Bennett and Lanning, 2007),
before introducing some algorithm selection approaches based on CF.
3.1 Formalization
Formally, CF exploits the matrixM which stores the purchases and feedback of
the whole community of users: what they bought and what they liked/disliked.
Let n (respectively m) denote the number of users (resp. items). The (n,
m) matrix M is a high-dimensional matrix − typically the Netflix challenge
involved circa 480,000 users and 18,000 movies; and the set E of the user-item
pairs for which Mi,j is known is less than 1% of all user-item pairs, as a user
actually sees very few movies on average.
Memory-based approaches rely on metrics or similarity functions, ranging
from cosine similarity and Pearson correlation to more ad hoc measures (e.g.,
mixing proximity, impact and popularity (Ahn, 2008)) on the user and item
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spaces. These metrics or similarities support the recommendation of items most
similar to those items the target user liked in the past, or the recommendation
of items that users similar to the target user liked in the past.
Model-based approaches learn a low-rank approximation of the CF matrix,
taking inspiration from Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) (Strang, 1980).
SVD proceeds by decomposing matrix M as
M = UΣ Vt
with U an (n, n) matrix, V an (m, m) matrix and V t its transpose, and Σ a
matrix with same dimensions asM, with non-negative decreasing coefficients on
its first diagonal. A low-rank approximation ofM is obtained by cancelling out
all coefficients in Σ except the top-k ones. Finally, incorporating the eigenvalues
in U and V, the CF matrix M is expressed as:
M≈E Uk. Vtk
where Uk and Vk, respectively (n, k) and (m, k) matrices, are solutions of the
optimization problem:
Uk, Vk = argmin
U,V
{
L(M, U. Vt) + λ
2
(tr( U. Ut) + tr( V. Vt))
}
(2)
where i) L is the loss function enforcing the approximation ofM (see below); ii)
regularization terms tr( U. Ut) and tr( V. Vt) are meant to prevent overfitting
given the sparsity ofM; and iii) the rank k and the regularization weight λ are
determined by cross-validation. For notational simplicity, the k index is omitted
in the following. The loss function measures how well Mi,j is approximated by
the scalar product of the i-th row in U (noted Ui) and the j-th row in V
(noted Vj), for all user-item pairs (i, j) such that Mi,j is known.
Matrices U and V are referred to as the latent representation of users and
items respectively. For instance in the Netflix challenge, each one of the k coordi-
nates is interpreted as representing a ”pure” movie type, e.g., action, romance,
comedy, fantasy or gore categories. Along this interpretation, Ui represents
the i-th user as a weighted combination of amateur of action, romance, comedy,
etc., movies. Likewise, Vj represents the j-th movie as a weighted combination
of action, romance, etc. movie.
Under the low rank assumption, the model-based approach enables to recon-
struct the whole matrixM, approximatingMi,j by the scalar product 〈 Ui, Vj〉
for all pairs (i, j). It thereby supports recommendation by selecting for each
known i-th user, the known j-th item maximizing Mi,j . However, this does
not work when considering a new user or a new item, for which no like/dislike
is available in the CF M matrix, as the associated latent representation is un-
available. We shall return to this issue, referred to as the cold start problem
(Schein et al., 2002; Gunawardana and Meek, 2008) in section 3.3.
Model-based CF tackles three interdependent issues: i) setting the CF model
space; ii) defining the optimization criterion; iii) solving the optimization prob-
lem.
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Figure 1: Collaborative filtering matrix M, where Mi,j gives the rating of the
j-th item by the i-th user, and xi,k denotes the k-th context information on the
i-th user.
Regarding the CF model space, probabilistic models are often preferred as
they are more robust w.r.t. preference noise on the one hand, and because the
structure of the probabilistic model enables to take advantage of prior knowledge
about the problem domain (Salakhutdinov and Mnih, 2008; Zhou et al., 2010).
As depicted in Fig. 3.1, the CF matrix is often accompanied with some user
context (e.g., age and gender); this context is exploited to build richer CF
models, and to provide user-dependent recommendations in the cold-start phase.
The loss criterion (Eq. 2) can be adapted to reflect the fact that ranks might
matter more than ratings in a recommendation context, as noted by Weimer
et al. (2007). A possibility is to replace the rating Mi,j of the j-th item by its
rank among all items rated by the i-th user. Another possibility is to consider
an order-dependent loss criterion, the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG), which puts the stress on correctly ordering the top-ranked items.
NDCG is used in Alors and will be detailed in section 4.2.
3.2 The Matchbox Approach
Let us describe the Matchbox collaborative filtering approach, proposed by
Stern et al. (2009), which is at the root of the first attempt to apply collaborative
filtering to algorithm selection (Stern et al., 2010).
The probabilistic model learned by Matchbox (Fig. 2) estimates the linear
mapping U (resp. V) from the initial representation xi of the i-th user (resp. yj
of the j-th item) onto a k-dimensional trait vector si = Uxi (resp. tj = Vyj),
where each component in U and V is modelled as a Gaussian variable. The
latent rating r = N (〈si, tj〉+ bi,j , β), with bi,j the bias associated with the i-th
user and the j-th item, and β the noise amplitude, is confronted to the observed
ratings, using approximate message passing to iteratively infer the distribution
of the U and V components and of the biases.
The flexibility of Matchbox partly relies on the learned decoding mecha-
nism, from the latent rating onto the observed (rank-based or binary)Mi,j . In
the rank-based case for instance, a cumulative threshold model is built (Chu
and Ghahramani, 2005), maintaining for each user the L − 1 thresholds used
to segment the continuous latent ratings into L intervals of varying length, re-
spectively mapped onto ranks 1 to L. This decoding mechanism is extended in
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A message passing algorithm is
used to learn the model (ma-
trices U, V, biases b and
noise β), by propagation from
the initial representations x of
users and y of items to the la-
tent trait space s = Ux and
t = Vy (messages (1)), from
the latent space of users and
items to their product z (mes-
sages (2)), from z to the la-
tent ratings r̄ (messages (3)),
from latent ratings to the noisy
observations r (messages (4));
and the reverse messages prop-
agate back to update the model
(messages (5)-(8)).
Figure 2: The Matchbox Factor Graph (from Stern et al. (2009))
(Stern et al., 2010) to handle the scheduler problem (Streeter and Smith, 2008),
through inferring a distribution probability on the runtime of an algorithm for
a given problem instance, conditionally to the predicted rank of the algorithm.
Another key aspect in Matchbox is the approximate message passing al-
gorithm, combining expectation propagation and variational message passing.
A primary motivation for this approach is to support incremental learning and
thus accommodate the preference drift of the users, whose tastes generally evolve
along time; any new information can be exploited to update the model. The
second motivation is to support fast approximate inference, through a single
pass over the massive collaborative data.
Independently of Stern et al. (2010), Malitsky and O´ Sullivan (2014) also
achieve algorithm selection by decomposing the collaborative filtering matrix
using standard SVD.
3.3 Discussion: The Cold-Start Issue
While algorithm selection can be viewed as a collaborative filtering problem
(Stern et al., 2010), the two problems differ in several respects. Firstly, AS is a
small or medium-size problem, usually involving a few thousand problems and a
few hundred algorithms (or less), thus smaller by two orders of magnitude than
CF. Secondly, AS considers stationary data; the performance of an algorithm
on a problem instance is defined once for all. Quite the contrary, recommender
systems must deal with the fact that user preferences evolve along time, e.g., in
the domain of news or music recommendation. These two remarks suggest that
the issue of handling massive and non-stationary data is not a key issue for AS.
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Thirdly, collaborative filtering mostly considers known users while algorithm
selection is mostly if not exclusively concerned with selecting an algorithm for
a brand new problem instance − the so-called cold start problem4. In the case
where no context information about the user is available, AS can only fall back
on the best default recommendation. Otherwise, the context information can
be used to provide an informed cold start recommendation. As seen above,
Matchbox determines the latent factors through linear combinations of the
initial features. Malitsky and O´Sullivan (2014) use random forests to predict
the latent factors from the initial features.
In (Schein et al., 2002), latent classes z are learned and used to decompose
the recommendation into two independent probabilities: the probability P (z|p)
to select latent class z for user p, and the probability P (m|z) of selecting item m
given latent class z. This approach is taken one step further by Gunawardana
and Meek (2008), using tied Boltzman machines to model the joint distribution
of user ratings depending on the item representation.
Weston et al. (2012) consider the more complex setting of collaborative in-
formation retrieval, aimed at retrieving the top items for a user and a query.
The collaborative filtering matrix here is a tensor, involving users × queries ×
items. Latent factors are found through decomposing this tensor. The cold-
start issue − faced when an item has very few or no users associated with it −
is handled by learning a linear mapping from the item features onto the latent
factor space.
4 The Alors System
This section presents an overview of the Alors system, detailing its two modes:
the matrix completion mode achieves algorithm selection for known problem
instances; the cold-start mode achieves algorithm selection for new problem
instances. The differences between Alors and Matchbox are thereafter dis-
cussed.
4.1 Input
Alors exploits the (n,m) collaborative filtering matrixM reporting the perfor-
manceMi,j of the j-th algorithm for the i-th problem instance for a fraction of
the (i, j) pairs. As said, the performance is domain- and application-specific; in
the following, it is assumed that the best performance corresponds to the lowest
value, associated to rank 1. Besides the performance matrix, Alors will also
exploit the rank matrix M , where Mi,j reports the rank of the j-th algorithm
on the i-th problem instance (Table 4.1).
Alors also exploits − for its cold-start functionality only − the (n, d) matrix
X, yielding the initial d-dimensional representation of the problem instances.
4In all generality, the cold-start problem faces three issues: recommending known items
for new users; recommending new items for known users, and recommending new items for
new users. Only the first issue is considered in the following.
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s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7
i1 0.21 − − 0.18 − 0.21 − 2 − − 1 − 2 −
i2 − − 0.056 1.2 − − 0.069 − − 1 3 − − 2
i3 0.55 0.42 − − 1 − − 2 1 − − 3 − −
i4 − − − − − 0.061 0.18 − − − − − 1 2
i5 − − 0.55 − 0.59 0.29 − − − 2 − 3 1 −
Matrix M Matrix M
Table 1: Collaborative filtering matrices. Left: the performance matrix M re-
ports the performance value of the algorithms (column) on the instances (rows).
Right: the rank matrix M , reporting the rank of the algorithm performance for
each instance. The lower the performance value, the better.
4.2 The Matrix Completion Functionality
The matrix completion functionality fills in the missing values in the collabora-
tive matrix, using memory- or model-based approaches (section 3.1). For each
problem instance, the recommended algorithm is the one with best (initial or
filled-in) performance.
4.2.1 Memory-based CF
The memory-based approach computes the similarity of any two problem in-
stances, exploiting either the initial collaborative matrix M or the rank-based
M . Letting I(i, `) denote the set of indices j such that bothMi,j andM`,j are
available, if I(i, `) is not empty the value-based similarity sim(i, `) of the i-th
and `-th instances is the cosine of the i-th and `-th rows in M, restricted to
columns j in I(i, `):
sim(i, `) =
∑
k∈Ii,`Mi,k .M`,k√∑
k∈Ii,`M
2
i,k .
√∑
k∈Ii,`M
2
`,k
The rank-based similarity simr(i, `) is likewise defined as:
simr(i, `) =
∑
k∈Ii,`Mi,k .M`,k√∑
k∈Ii,`M
2
i,k .
√∑
k∈Ii,`M
2
`,k
with sim(i, `) and simr(i, `) set to 0 by convention if I(i, `) is empty.
The similarities among problem instances is used to estimate the missing per-
formance values using neighbor-based regression. Letting I` denote the set of
indices for whichM`,j is known, the value-based estimate noted M̂i,j is defined
as:
M̂i,j =
∑
` s.t. j ∈I` sim(i, `)M`,j∑
` s.t. j ∈I` sim(i, `)
(3)
Likewise, the rank-based estimate noted M̂i,j is defined as:
M̂i,j =
∑
` s.t. j ∈I` simr(i, `)M`,j∑
` s.t. j ∈I` simr(i, `)
(4)
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4.2.2 Model-based CF
The model-based approach extracts a k-dimensional latent representation of
the instances and the algorithms, borrowing Cofirank its optimization method
(Weimer et al., 2007). Formally, each i-th problem instance (resp. j-th algo-
rithm) is mapped onto the k-dimensional vector Ui (resp. Vj), such that matri-
ces U and V maximize the Normalized Discounted Cumulative gain (NDCG,
(Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2000)), defined as follows. Let πi denote the per-
formance order related to the i-th problem instance, with πi(j) being the true
rank of the j-th best algorithm after 〈 Ui, Vj〉. The discounted cumulative gain
(DCG) criterion and its normalized version NDCG enforce the correct ordering
of the top L ranked algorithms for each i-th problem instance, by maximizing:
NDCG(L) = 1Z
∑m
i=1
∑L
`=1
2−πi(`)−1
log(`+1)
(5)
with Z a normalization factor. As NDCG is not a convex criterion, a linear
upper-bound thereof is used and its optimization is tackled by alternate min-
imization of U and V (Teo et al., 2007). The CF functionality is thereafter
achieved by setting M̂i,j to the scalar product of Ui and Vj .
4.3 The Cold Start Functionality
The cold start (CS) functionality achieves algorithm selection for a new problem
instance, for which the latent representation cannot be determined from the
CF matrix by construction. Alors exploits the known problem instances to
learn the latent representation from the initial representation as follows. Each
problem instance defines a training example (xi, Ui). From the training set
E = {((xi, Ui), xi ∈ IRd, Ui ∈ IRk, i ∈ 1 . . . n}
is learned a mapping Φ : IRd 7→ IRk, using random forests5. For each new prob-
lem instance with initial representation x, the associated latent representation
Ux is approximated as Φ(x). The cold-start problem is then brought back to
the matrix completion one, by estimating the performance of the j-th algorithm
(or the rank thereof) on the new problem instance as 〈Φ(x), Vj〉 and algorithm
selection then follows (Alg. 1).
5The open source library scikit-learn is used with default values (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
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Algorithm 1 Alors: Cold-Start Functionality
Input
Collaborative filtering matrix M∈ IRn×m
Initial representation X ∈ IRn×d of the problem instances
Description x of the current problem instance
Parameter L of the NDCG criterion (Eq. 5)
Collaborative filtering (Section 4.2.2)
Build matrices U and V by solving Eq 2.
Learning latent factor model Φ
Build E = {(xi, Ui), i = 1 . . . n}.
Learn Φ : IRd 7→ IRk from E
Algorithm selection
Compute Ux= Φ(x)
Return argmin
j=1...m
〈 Ux, Vj〉
4.4 Discussion
The main difference between the two collaborative filtering-based approaches,
Alors and Matchbox, lies in the extraction of the latent representation.
Matchbox determines the latent representation Ux associated to some ini-
tial representation x by looking for the matrix U such that Ux = Ux, where
all components in U are independent Gaussian scalar variables. Alors builds
the latent representation Ux only from the collaborative filtering matrix. The
initial representation is only used in a second phase, to learn the mapping from
the initial representation x onto the latent representation Ux.
Decoupling the extraction of the latent representation, and its characteriza-
tion from the initial representation enables to independently assess the represen-
tativity of the benchmark problems, and the quality of the initial representation:
• The sample representativity of the problem instances is assessed from the
ability to recover the full collaborative filtering matrix from an excerpt
thereof, measured by the matrix completion performance based on the
latent factors;
• The quality of the initial representation of the problem instances is as-
sessed from the ability to estimate the latent factors. Assuming that the
matrix completion performance is good, the latent representation can be
viewed as an oracle representation, in the sense that it captures the whole
information of the collaborative filtering matrix. Therefore, the initial rep-
resentation is good iff it enables to estimate the latent representation; the
latent factors need not be restricted to linear combinations of the initial
features.
The main difference between Alors and the CF-based approach proposed by
Malitsky and O´Sullivan (2014) lies in the decomposition of the CF matrix. The
latter authors use a standard singular value decomposition aimed at recovering
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the full matrix, while Alors focuses on preserving the order of the top-ranked
algorithms for each problem instance (using the NDCG criterion, Eq. 5). The
rationale for using an order-based criterion is to increase the generality of the
approach with respect to the measure of performance: the solution only depends
on the algorithm ranking with respect to a given problem instance.
5 Experiment Goals and Setting
This section presents the experimental setting used for the comparative em-
pirical validation of Alors. The Matrix Completion performance, noted cf,
measures the ability to reconstruct matrix M from an excerpt thereof. Af-
ter the above discussion, the cf performance reflects the quality of the set
of problem instances, called benchmark in the following. Secondly, the Cold
Start performance, noted cs, measures the quality of algorithm selection for a
new problem instance; it reflects the quality of the initial representation of the
problem instances, and whether they enable to learn the latent factors. The
sensitivity of both performances with respect to the incompleteness rate p of
the M matrix and the number k of latent factors is studied on two real-world
benchmarks. Additionally, an artificial problem is defined to investigate and
compare the cold-start performances of Alors and Matchbox.
5.1 Real world benchmarks
The first benchmark is the Algorithm Selection Benchmark Library (ASlib)6,
centered on propositional satisfiability and constraint satisfaction, summarized
in Table 2. The interested reader is referred to (Bischl et al., 2015) for a detailed
presentation. All unsolved instances are preliminarily removed. The Alors
performance is assessed using three indicators: i) Rank is the true rank of the
selected algorithm, averaged on all problem instances; ii) Par10 is the runtime
it requires to solve a problem instance, averaged over all problem instances
where the penalty for each unsolved instance is 10 times the runtime budget
per instance; iii) SolvedRatio is the fraction of problem instances solved by the
selected algorithm.
The second benchmark gathers the results of the OpenML7 platform (van
Rijn et al., 2013), reporting the performance of 292 algorithm-configuration
pairs on 76 problem instances. Each algorithm-configuration pair involves one
out of 42 supervised machine learning algorithms, with a distinct configuration
(values of the algorithm discrete or continuous hyper-parameters); they are
handled as 292 distinct algorithms in the following. Performance Mi,j is the
test classification error of the j-th algorithm on the i-th problem instance. The
number d of descriptive features is 11. The Alors performance is assessed using
two indicators. The first one, Rank, is the true rank of the selected algorithm,
6https://github.com/coseal/aslib_data/releases
7http://openml.org/. The authors thank Joaquin Vanschoren for making these data pub-
licly available.
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Dataset #Instances #Algorithms #Features
ASP-POTASSCO 1294 11 138
CSP-2010 2024 2 86
MAXSAT12-PMS 876 6 37
PREMARSHALLING-
ASTAR-2015
527 4 22
PROTEUS-2014 4021 22 198
QBF-2011 1368 5 46
SAT11-HAND 296 15 115
SAT11-INDU 300 18 115
SAT11-RAND 600 9 115
SAT12-ALL 1614 31 115
SAT12-HAND 767 31 115
SAT12-INDU 1167 31 115
SAT12-RAND 1362 31 115
Table 2: The Aslib benchmark (Bischl et al., 2015).
averaged on all problem instances. However, the statistical noise of the test error
might induce non statistically significant differences among theMi,j associated
to a same problem instance, adversely affecting the stability of the ranks. A
second indicator is thus considered: the Regret is defined as the test error of
the selected algorithm minus the test error of the true best algorithm, averaged
over all problem instances.
The Alors performance is compared to three baselines: i) the Oracle, se-
lecting the best algorithm for each problem instance; ii) the SingleBest (best
algorithm on average on all problem instances in the dataset); iii) the average
performance of all algorithms (legend Random). The lack of comparison with
the most recent AS algorithms, such as the descendant of SATzilla (section
2.2) algorithm dominating the 2015 ICON competition8, is due to the fact that
current AS algorithms involve a pre-scheduler component (launching a fixed
sequence of algorithms for a fixed budget each for each problem instance, and
achieving algorithm selection for problem instances which are not solved by the
pre-scheduler). Their solution space is thus significantly more complex than
that of an AS system like Alors, rendering the comparison meaningless. Nev-
ertheless, the comparison with the oracle, single best and average performances
indicates how close the AS algorithm is from the optimal performance.
5.2 Experimental setting
The number k of latent factors is set to 10, or to m if the number m of algo-
rithms is less than 10 (k = min(10,m)). For every p, the matrix completion
performance cf(p) and cold start performance cs(p), computed as follows, are
8 http://challenge.icon-fet.eu/challengeas
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graphically depicted using a boxplot. The comparison of the latent and initial
representations of a problem domain also offers some visual and quantitative
insights into the quality of the initial representation (section 6.4).
Alors parameters are summarized in Table 3.
Phase Parameter Range
Incompleteness rate p {.1, . . . .9}
Matrix Completion
Model-based number of latent factors k min(10, m)
NDCG parameter L 10
Regularization parameter λ 10
Cold start
Random Forest Number of trees 10
Split criterion mse
Minimum number of samples
to split
2
Table 3: The Alors parameters. The Matrix Completion parameters are de-
termined from few preliminary experiments; the number k of latent factors is
set to 10, or m if m< 10. The Cold Start parameters are set to the default
values, using mean square error for the split criterion in the Random Forest.
5.2.1 Matrix Completion
For each incompleteness rate p ranging in {10, . . . , 90}, the cf(p) performance
is computed by:
i) uniformly selecting and removing p% of the entries from matrixM, subject to
keeping at least one entry on each line and column, thus forming the sparsified
matrix Mp;
ii) building k-dimensional latent matrices U and V from Mp;
iii) using the latent factors to fill-in matrix Mp and determining the selected
algorithm for each i-th problem instance;
iv) recording the true rank r(i) of the selected algorithm, its penalized runtime
and ratio of solved instances (or its regret for the OpenML benchmark), and
taking their average over all n problem instances;
v) reporting the average performances over 10 independent drawings of sparsi-
fied matrix Mp.
5.2.2 Cold Start
For each incompleteness rate p ranging in {10, . . . , 90}, the cs(p) performance
is measured using a ten-fold cross validation, using an equi-partition of the set
of problem instances into 10 subsets. Thereafter:
i) Let matrix M−` denote the union of all rows in M except those in the `-th
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subset;
ii) A fraction p% of the entries in M−` is removed as above, defining matrix
M−`,p; M−`,p is used to build k-dimensional latent matrices U and V;
iii) Mapping Φ is learned from training set E−`,p, with
E−`,p = {(xi, Ui) for i ranging in the rows of M−`}
iv) Φ is used to estimateMi,j for every i-th problem instance in the `-th subset
and select the algorithm with optimal estimated Mi,j ;
v) the true rank of the selected algorithm, its penalized runtime or regret are
averaged over all problem instances in the `-th subset;
vi) these performances are averaged over 10 independent drawings of sparsified
matrix M−`,p, and over all 10 folds (` = 1 . . . 10).
5.3 Artificial Cold Start Problem
An artificial setting is considered to compare Matchbox and Alors. If the
initial features provide a good linear model of the CF matrix, Matchbox should
dominate Alors as it explores a simpler search space. If on the contrary the
latent factors are too complex to be captured by linear combinations of the initial
features, Alors should dominate Matchbox. In the general case where the
quality of the initial features is unknown, the question is whether one should
consider a rich set of features and search for linear latent factors, or build
latent factors from the collaborative filtering matrix and model them as (non
necessarily linear) functions of the features.
This question is empirically investigated by defining an artificial AS prob-
lem, involving 200 problem instances and 30 algorithms. For each i-th problem
instance (respectively, j-th algorithm), an initial representation noted xi (resp.
yj) is uniformly generated in [−10, 10]10, and the performance Mi,j is set to
the Euclidean distance of xi and yj restricted to their first 3 coordinates, plus
a Gaussian noise N (0, ε) with ε ranging in {.1, .25, .5, 1}. By construction,Mi,j
cannot be modelled as a linear function of the initial representation. Therefore,
the initial representation of the problem instances in IR10 is enriched by another
55 features, the squares and the cross-products of the initial features. The true
performance model now belongs to both Matchbox and Alors search space.
Matchbox has to find a linear model depending on 6 out of 65 features, while
Alors has to find i) latent features; ii) an approximation of these features using
the available 65 features.
6 Empirical validation
This section presents the validation of Alors, distinguishing the Matrix Com-
pletion (section 6.1) and the Cold Start (section 6.2) performances. Section 6.3
reports on the experimental comparison of Matchbox and Alors, and sec-
tion 6.4 discusses the lessons learned from comparing the latent and the initial
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representations of the domain. All experiments are performed on an Intel Core
i5-4690 3.50GHz PC with Ubuntu 14.04.
6.1 The Matrix Completion Performance
The Matrix Completion performance measures whether the information con-
tained in part of the collaborative filtering matrix M is sufficient to recover
the rest of the information. To account for the varying difficulty of the ASlib
datasets, three indicators are reported:
• The rank of the single best algorithm for a given dataset reflects the het-
erogeneity of the problem instances of this dataset;
• the average rank of Alors for an incompleteness rate of 50% indicates
how far Alors can go with only half of the initial information;
• finally, the maximum incompleteness rate such that Alors significantly
outperforms the single best baseline (with 95% confidence after Wilcoxon
Rank Sum Test) reflects the representativity of the dataset.
Dataset Rank SolvedRatio Max
p
Single-
Best
Alors
p=50%
Single-
Best
Alors
p=50%
ASP-POTASSCO 4.71 1.89 0.92 0.99 80%
CSP-2010 1.22 1.22 0.98 0.98 40%
MAXSAT12-PMS 2.5 1.79 0.9 0.98 70%
PREMARSHALLING-
ASTAR-2015
2.07 1.62 0.81 0.94 60%
PROTEUS-2014 9.8 2.17 0.71 0.95 90%
QBF-2011 2.39 1.7 0.75 0.91 60%
SAT11-HAND 6.37 2.24 0.68 0.93 80%
SAT11-INDU 7.21 2 0.85 0.99 90%
SAT11-RAND 3.73 1.87 0.74 0.97 80%
SAT12-ALL 11.97 2.67 0.76 0.95 90%
SAT12-HAND 12.11 3.18 0.68 0.93 90%
SAT12-INDU 8.68 2.21 0.9 0.99 90%
SAT12-RAND 3.73 2.06 0.96 0.99 80%
Table 4: Matrix Completion performances on the ASlib benchmark: Rank and
SolvedRatio for the single best baseline and for Alors with incompleteness rate
p = 50%; Maximum p such that Alors statistically significantly outperforms
the single-best (with 95% confidence after Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test).
The reported Alors results are obtained with the parameter-less memory-
based approach (section 4.2.1), which outperforms the model-based approach
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Figure 3: Matrix Completion Runtimes: ratio of the model based and memory
based approach runtimes. The memory-based approach, with quadratic com-
plexity in the number of problem instances and linear complexity in the number
of algorithms, runs in a fraction of second.
(except for very high p values) and is significantly less computationally demand-
ing (Fig. 3).
After Table 4, four different categories of datasets are found in the ASlib
benchmark. One of them includes the only CSP-2010 dataset (Fig. 4), with
m=2 algorithms, and where the single best algorithm with an average rank of
1.22 is hard to beat. For incompleteness rate above 40%, Alors does no better
than the single best baseline.
A second category includes the PREMARSHALLING-ASTAR-2015 (Fig.
5) and the MAXSAT-12-PMS datasets (Fig. 6), with a low average rank of
the single best baseline (respectively 2.07 and 2.5). On these datasets, the
information is sufficient for Alors to significantly improve on the single-best
baseline for incompleteness rate respectively p = 60% and 70%.
The third category includes 6 datasets (ASP-POTASSCO, QBF-2011, SAT11-
HAND, SAT-11-INDU, SAT11-RAND, SAT12-RAND), with a higher rank of
the single best algorithm (in [3.73, 6.37], except for QBF-2011 where it is 2.39),
which suggests that these datasets involve more diverse problem instances. The
Alors performances are displayed on the ASP-POTASSCO dataset (Fig. 7),
which is representative of the third category; they gracefully degrade as p in-
creases and Alors still significantly outperforms the single best baseline for
p = 80% (except for QBF-2011 where p = 70%).
The fourth category includes 4 datasets (PROTEUS-2014, SAT12-ALL, SAT12-
HAND and SAT12-INDU), with a very high rank of the single best algorithm (in
[8.68, 12.11]), which suggests that the problem instances are very heterogeneous.
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Figure 4: Matrix Completion performances (left: Rank; middle: Penalized Run-
time; right: Ratio Solved). On each plot, from left to right: Oracle, Single best
and Average baselines, and Alors (for incompleteness rate in 10% . . . 90%) on
CSP-2010.
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Figure 5: Matrix Completion performances (left: Rank; middle: Penalized Run-
time; right: Ratio Solved). On each plot, from left to right: Oracle, Single best
and Average baselines, and Alors (for incompleteness rate in 10% . . . 90%) on
PREMARSHALLING-ASTAR-2015.
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Figure 6: Matrix Completion performances (left: Rank; middle: Penalized Run-
time; right: Ratio Solved). On each plot, from left to right: Oracle, Single best
and Average baselines, and Alors (for incompleteness rate in 10% . . . 90%) on
MAXSAT12-PMS.
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Figure 7: Matrix Completion performances (left: Rank; middle: Penalized Run-
time; right: Ratio Solved). On each plot, from left to right: Oracle, Single best
and Average baselines, and Alors (for incompleteness rate in 10% . . . 90%) on
ASP-POTASCCO.
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The Alors performances are displayed on the PROTEUS-2014 dataset (Fig.
8), which is representative of the fourth category; they gracefully degrade as p
increases, with a lower variance than for the third category. Alors significantly
outperforms the single best baseline for p = 90%.
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Figure 8: Matrix Completion performances (left: Rank; middle: Penalized Run-
time; right: Ratio Solved). On each plot, from left to right: Oracle, Single best
and Average baselines, and Alors (for incompleteness rate in 10% . . . 90%) on
PROTEUS-2014.
On the OpenML dataset, a different domain performance indicator (the re-
gret or excess prediction loss compared to the oracle algorithm, section 5.1) is
used, preventing the direct comparison with the ASlib benchmark. The results
(Fig. 9) show a high diversity of the problem instances, with the rank of the
single best baseline circa 60 – with the caveat that the statistical significance of
the differences between the algorithm performances is not available. The rep-
resentativity of the problem instances is very good as Alors very significantly
outperforms the single best baseline for incompleteness rate p <= 90%.
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Figure 9: Matrix Completion performances (left: Rank; right: Regret). On each
plot, from left to right: Oracle, Single best and Average baselines, and Alors
(for incompleteness rate in 10% . . . 90%) on OpenML.
6.2 The Cold Start Performance
As said, the Cold Start performance depends on the representativity of the
benchmark (governing the quality of the latent factors) and the quality of the
initial representation (governing the estimation of the latent factors). On the
ASlib benchmark, Table 5 reports the Rank and SolvedRatio of Alors for
p = 0% and 50%, together with the maximal incompleteness rate such that
Alors Rank significantly outperforms the single best Rank.
The CSP-2010 dataset stands out as being particularly difficult, for the same
reasons as in the Matrix Completion case.
A second category of problems includes PREMARSHALLING-ASTAR-2015
(Fig. 10), SAT11-INDU and SAT12-RAND (Fig. 11). On these problems,
Alors with p = 50% reaches similar performances as the single best baseline;
surprisingly, Alors with p = 0 (expectedly yielding better latent factors) does
not much improve on p = 50%. This second CS category does not much overlap
with the second MC category: the Matrix Completion performances were excel-
lent on the SAT11-INDU and SAT12-RAND datasets (99% of solved problems
for p = 50%), suggesting that the problem might come from the initial features.
The third category includes all other datasets, where the results are good
(ASP-POTASSCO, MAXSAT12-PMS, SAT11-HAND, SAT11-INDU, SAT12-
INDU, illustrated on the representative case of ASP-POTASSCO on Fig. 12),
or very good (PROTEUS-2014, QBF-2011, SAT11-RAND, SAT12-ALL, SAT12-
HAND, illustrated on the representative cases of PROTEUS-2014, Fig. 13 and
QBF-2011, Fig. 14).
As expected, the performances are better for Matrix Completion with p =
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Dataset Average Ranks Solved Inst. Ratio Max p
p=0% p=50% p=0% p=50%
ASP-POTASSCO 2.94 3.53 0.98 0.96 60%
CSP-2010 1.12 1.22 1 0.98 20%
MAXSAT12-PMS 1.63 1.99 0.98 0.95 60%
PREMARSHALLING-
ASTAR-2015
1.85 2 0.86 0.83 20%
PROTEUS-2014 4.82 5.91 0.87 0.83 80%
QBF-2011 1.38 1.75 0.97 0.9 70%
SAT11-HAND 3.36 4.74 0.88 0.77 40%
SAT11-INDU 5.59 6.38 0.9 0.87 ∼
SAT11-RAND 3.19 3.37 0.9 0.81 50%
SAT12-ALL 5.39 8.67 0.92 0.8 70%
SAT12-HAND 5.2 8.97 0.91 0.75 60%
SAT12-INDU 4.83 5.92 0.96 0.93 50%
SAT12-RAND 3.42 3.69 0.96 0.96 ∼
Table 5: Cold Start performances on the ASlib benchmark: Rank and Solve-
dRatio of Alors for p = 0% and 50% (the single best baseline performances are
reported in Table 4); Maximum p such that Alors SolvedRatio is significantly
higher than the single-best baseline; ∼ indicates no statistically significant dif-
ference between Alors and single best SolvedRatios.
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Figure 10: Cold Start performances (left: Rank; middle: Penalized Runtime;
right: Ratio Solved). On each plot, from left to right: Oracle, Single best
and Average baselines, and Alors (for incompleteness rate in 10% . . . 90%) on
PREMARSHALLING-ASTAR-2015.
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Figure 11: Cold Start performances (left: Rank; middle: Penalized Runtime;
right: Ratio Solved). On each plot, from left to right: Oracle, Single best
and Average baselines, and Alors (for incompleteness rate in 10% . . . 90%) on
SAT12-RAND.
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Figure 12: Cold Start performances (left: Rank; middle: Penalized Runtime;
right: Ratio Solved). On each plot, from left to right: Oracle, Single best
and Average baselines, and Alors (for incompleteness rate in 10% . . . 90%) on
ASP-POTASSCO.
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Figure 13: Cold Start performances (left: Rank; middle: Penalized Runtime;
right: Ratio Solved). On each plot, from left to right: Oracle, Single best
and Average baselines, and Alors (for incompleteness rate in 10% . . . 90%) on
PROTEUS-2014.
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Figure 14: Cold Start performances (left: Rank; middle: Penalized Runtime;
right: Ratio Solved). On each plot, from left to right: Oracle, Single best
and Average baselines, and Alors (for incompleteness rate in 10% . . . 90%) on
QBF-2011.
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50% than for Cold Start for p = 0%, particularly so for PREMARSHALLING-
ASTAR-2015 (SolvedRatio decreases from .94 to .87) and PROTEUS-2014 (Solve-
dRatio decreases from .95 to .87); the decrease is moderate in the general case.
On the OpenML benchmark, quite the contrary, the Cold Start performances
are very degraded compared to the Matrix Completion performances (Fig. 15).
Alors is outperformed by the single best baseline, for all p values. This counter-
performance can only be blamed on the initial representation of the OpenML
problem instances; we shall return to this point in section 6.4.
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Figure 15: Cold Start performances (left: Rank; right: Regret). On each plot,
from left to right: Oracle, Single best and Average baselines, and Alors (for
incompleteness rate in 10% . . . 90%) on OpenML. The single-best baseline im-
provement compared to the Matrix Completion setting (Fig. 9) is explained as
the single best algorithm is determined from 1/10th of the problem instances
(the test fold).
The sensitivity of the results with respect to the number k of latent fac-
tors is illustrated on the representative case of SAT11-HAND (Fig. 16); the
performance gracefully improves for k ≥ 2 and a plateau is reached for k = 10.
The computational runtime is reported on Fig. 17.
6.3 Comparative evaluation of Alors and Matchbox
We thank Stern et al. (2010) for enabling us to use Matchbox through the
web-based Azure ML studio.
The comparison of Matchbox and Alors on the ASlib benchmark does
not show statistically significant differences; on the OpenML benchmark it faces
some technical issues9.
9Matchbox does not run on the full OpenML dataset, due to having more algorithms than
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Figure 16: AlorsCold Start performances (left: Rank; middle: Penalized Run-
time; right: Ratio Solved): Sensitivity analysis w.r.t. the number k of latent
factors on SAT11-HAND.
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that there is no matrix filling-in for p = 0).
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Computationally-wise, the fair comparison of the two approaches is hindered
as they do not run in the same environment. To give a rough idea, the cold start
results averaged for all p values for the OpenML dataset required 0.16 seconds
on average for Alors and 19.4 seconds for Matchbox.
The comparison between Matchbox and Alors thus considers the artificial
dataset introduced in section 5.3 (n = 200,m = 30). The sensitivity w.r.t.
the performance noise ε (in {.1, .25, .5, 1}) and the incompleteness rate (p in
{0, .2, .5, .8}) is studied along the same Cold Start experimental setting (section
5.2).
As shown on Table 6, Alors outperforms Matchbox (with 95% confidence
after Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test) for low noise values, ε = .1 or .25. The proposed
interpretation is that the number of irrelevant features enables Matchbox to
overfit the decomposition of the collaborative filtering matrix (remind that la-
tent factor Ux is the product of the sought matrix U with the initial represen-
tation x). This interpretation is supported by the fact that Matchbox results
are improved when the incompleteness rate increases (p = .2 or .5), relaxing
the constraints on the U matrix. In the meanwhile, Alors extracts the latent
factors by considering the only collaborative filtering matrix; the influence of
the irrelevant features only intervenes when learning the latent factors.
For higher noise values (ε = .5 or 1), both approaches yield similar results,
with the average rank close to the random guess (m = 30).
This experiment confirms that Matchbox and Alors rely on different as-
sumptions about the available data, which lead to different regularization strate-
gies when extracting the latent factors. Alors only uses the number of latent
factors as regularizer, while Matchbox additionally enforces a strong regular-
ization by requiring the latent factors to linearly depend on the initial features.
As said, the Matchbox strategy was primarily designed to handle the noisy
large-size collaborative filtering problem, whereas Alors was designed to handle
the noiseless small- or medium-size algorithm selection problem.
6.4 Comparing the latent and the initial representations
Under the assumption that the Matrix Completion results are good, the latent
factors can be viewed as “oracle features” in the sense that they encapsulate all
information required for AS (unfortunately, only available for known problem
instances). This section discusses how the comparison of the oracle and the
initial features can provide insights into the AS problem.
6.4.1 Visual inspection of the clusters
A first possibility is to visually inspect both representations, using multi-dimensional
scaling (Borg and Groenen, 2005) to map the set of problem instances in the
initial or latent representations onto IR2. The idea is that if the topology defined
by the initial representation coincides with the topology defined by the latent
problem instances (n< m).
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ε p Matchbox Alors
.1
0 6.47 3.08
.2 5.57 4.38
.5 4.77 5.38
.8 10.97 6.38
.25
0 9.32 7.65
.2 7.17 7.3
.5 8.37 8
.8 13.57 10.43
.5
0 10.55 11.98
.2 10.6 10.15
.5 11.85 9.68
.8 12.42 10.9
1
0 12.9 14.28
.2 12.67 13.6
.5 16.6 13.38
.8 15.7 15.53
Table 6: Cold Start: Comparison of Matchbox and Alors on the artificial
problem (section 5.3), with n = 200 problem instances and m = 30 algorithms.
one, then similar problem instances can confidently be recommended same algo-
rithms. This holds if the clusters based on the latent representation, thereafter
called latent clusters, match clusters in the initial representation, thereafter
called initial clusters.
Let xi (respectively zi) thereafter denote the initial (resp. latent) represen-
tation of the i-th problem instance. The consistency of the latent clusters in
the initial representation is visually inspected as follows:
i) Standard K-means clustering (Hartigan, 1975) is applied on the zis, where
the appropriate value of K is determined using the Silhouette score (Rousseeuw,
1987);
ii) Each zi is associated the color of its cluster (Fig. 18, bottom right);
iii) The xis with same color as the zis are visualized in the initial representation
(Fig. 18, bottom left), checking whether neighbor points have same color.
The same methodology is applied to visualize the consistency of the initial clus-
ters in the latent representation (Fig. 18, top row).
The comparison of the latent and initial representations is illustrated on
three datasets. All datasets have very good Matrix Completion performances;
their Cold Start performances vary from very good (SAT12-ALL) to average
(PREMARSHALLING-ASTAR) to poor (OpenML). For SAT12-ALL, clusters
are dense for both representations; while clusters are mixed, points are not
isolated (there are points of the same color in close neighborhoods, Fig. 18 top
right or bottom left). Clusters are much less dense for the PREMARSHALLIN-
ASTAR-2015 dataset, particularly so for the latent representation as k = m = 4
(Fig. 19, top right and bottom right). The increased difficulty of the cold start
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Figure 18: The initial and latent representations of the problem instances in the
SAT12-ALL dataset. Top row: Left: the clusters in the initial representation.
Right: their image in the latent representation. Bottow row: Right: the clusters
in the latent representation. Left: their image in the initial representation
(better seen in color).
problem is witnessed as clusters are much more mixed than for the SAT12-ALL.
For OpenML, the clusters are even more mixed and no structure seems to be
shared by the initial and latent representations (with respectively 11 and 10
features).
6.4.2 Quantitative assessment of the initial features
A second possibility is to use the latent representation to evaluate the initial
features, as follows. Let us assume that both latent and initial representations
are consistent, in the sense that there exists a differentiable mapping φ from
the latent onto the initial space, mapping the latent representation zi of every
i-th problem instance onto its initial representation xi. Let us consider the
neighborhood of some zi and let us approximate zi by a linear combination of
its nearest neighbors zi,1, . . . zi,r:
zi =
r∑
j=1
wi,jzi,j
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Figure 19: The initial and latent representations of the problem instances in the
PREMARSHALLING-ASTAR-2015 dataset. Top row: Left: the clusters in the
initial representation. Right: their image in the latent representation. Bottow
row: Right: the clusters in the latent representation. Left: their image in the
initial representation (better seen in color)..
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Figure 20: The initial and latent representations of the problem instances in
the OpenML dataset. Top row: Left: the clusters in the initial representation.
Right: their image in the latent representation. Bottow row: Right: the clusters
in the latent representation. Left: their image in the initial representation
(better seen in color).
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representation (x, x1,x2,x3), and measuring its local distortion between x (the
image of z =
∑
i wizi) and x’ =
∑
i wixi), sum of the weighted images of the
zi.
Under the assumptions done, φ is locally linear in the neighborhood of zi, yield-
ing:
φ(zi) = φ(
r∑
j=1
wi,jzi,j) ≈
r∑
j=1
wi,jφ(zi,j) =
r∑
j=1
wi,jxi,j
On the other hand, φ(zi) = xi by construction. The consistency of the two
representations, that is, the existence of such a φ, can therefore be checked by
inspecting the vector xi −
∑r
j=1 wi,jxi,j (Fig. 21).
Furthermore, the consistency can be inspected independently for each ini-
tial feature: the distortion of the `-th feature in the neighborhood of zi is the
absolute value of the `-th coordinate of xi −
∑r
j=1 wi,jxi,j . Noting e` the unit
vector with a 1 on the ` coordinate,
Distortion (`,xi) = |〈xi −
r∑
j=1
wi,jxi,j , e`〉|
Fig. 22 depicts the distortion of the OpenML features (preliminarily normal-
ized in [0, 1]), reporting for each feature the n = 76 distortion values (ordered
by increasing value for readability). The distortion due to the feature num-
ber of numerical attributes, for instance, appears to be much smaller than the
distortion due to the number of categorical attributes.
7 Discussion and Perspectives
The original contribution of this paper, the Alors method, provides a sound
methodology to tackle algorithm selection, and to analyze where the potential
difficulties come from. A first possible source of errors is the insufficient repre-
sentativity of the problem instances w.r.t. the algorithm portfolio. This error is
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Figure 22: Distortion of the OpenML features over the 76 problem instances.
Stacked plot of the distorsion of the number of attributes, of categorical and
symbolic attributes, error of naive Bayes, 1-nearest neighbor and 1 rule (Left
plot) and number of examples, number of missing values,class entropy, default
accuracy, classcount (Right plot).
diagnosed when the matrix reporting the performance of the algorithms on the
problem instances can hardly be reconstructed from an excerpt thereof. Oth-
erwise, the CF matrix yields an accurate latent representation of the problem
instances and the algorithms.
A second possible source of errors is the inadequate representation of the prob-
lem instances, preventing the learning of the latent representation. A main
result of the paper is to provide empirical evidence that both difficulties are
distinct: on the OpenML benchmark, excellent Matrix Completion results are
seen with poor Cold Start results, suggesting that the initial OpenML features
are insufficient. The comparison of the latent and initial representations further
provides a computable measure of relevance for each initial feature (section 6.4).
A short-term perspective for further work is to extend Alors to achieve
both algorithm selection and configuration, selecting the best suited algorithm
and the optimal hyper-parameters for a problem instance. A natural idea is to
consider each algorithm-configuration as an algorithm with a (varying length)
feature description, its hyper-parameter setting. Some care must be taken,
though, in order to limit the sparsity of the collaborative matrix when dealing
with continuous hyper-parameters. Another perspective is to extend Alors to
build pre-schedulers. A natural possibility is to exploit the fact that Alors
provides a per-instance ranking of the algorithms. Pre-schedulers could then be
derived by allocating to the top-ranked algorithms a given part of the computa-
tional budget; as these top-ranked algorithms depend on the current instance,
one would thus get a per-instance pre-scheduler.
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Our main research perspective is to support the search for the design of
initial features. As witnessed by the AS successes in SAT and CSP, the initial
features in these domains are quite accurate; but their design required signifi-
cant manual efforts, and further efforts might be required when the SAT and
CSP domains will face new domains. In the ML and KDD domain, the design
of initial features also consumed huge manual for over two decades. However
the search for efficient features might have more chances of success now, as
the comparison between the latent and the initial features gives a direct and
independent assessment of each initial feature.
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